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It’s official – all pupils are allowed to return to school on the 8th March – let’s hope they are
back for good this time!
We have been busy here at HQ preparing for the big day and we cannot wait.
Of course, any changes to routine come with a little apprehension – but first and foremost
we feel confident we can welcome everyone back into a safe environment.
Teachers and boys have
developed a rhythm
during our remote
learning and there will be
an inevitable transition
period to being back
in the classroom. Rest
assured we will be giving
due consideration to all
needs on our return.
As my letter stated earlier
this week we will be
maintaining class bubbles
for the remainder of this
term (with associated
staggered drop offs/pick
ups) – but, we thought we
would start the road back
to normality by asking
all boys to, once again,
wear their blazers as part
of their school uniform.
The sight of those famous
stripes, once again up
and down Sheen Lane
has been far too long in
coming!
www.thsboys.org.uk
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Year 3 mummified tomatoes part 2!
After two and a half weeks, Year
3 went back to their mummified
tomatoes to see the results
of their mummification. We
found that the tomato which
had been left was beginning
to rot. However, on breaking
open the hardened natron, our
mummified tomatoes were
shrivelled, wrinkly and dry; much
like a 4000 year old pharaoh’s
body! They weighed significantly
less than they did prior to being
mummified too. We now have
a great understanding of how
the Egyptian embalmers’ work
preserved the bodies of the dead
before they were laid to rest in
their tombs.
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Year 4 have been creating their own musically inspired board games. Here you can see projects by Rohan
(top left), Hugh (top right), Luke (middle left), Ethan (bottom left) and Brodie (bottom right)
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WALK , RUN OR C YCLE COMPE TITION
Over half term the boys were set a challenge to cover as much distance as possible through walking,
running or cycling. As always the THS boys went above and beyond in search of improving their fitness and
in total completed over 1,582km.

A huge well done to all of the boys
who participated in the challenge!
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RE ADING WALL
Review of the week
Murder on the Safari Star by M.G Leonard and Sam Sedgman
I enjoyed that this book involved sleuthing. Hal - the protagonist - took it upon himself to work
the mystery out. He had already worked out two cases before on the Highland Falcon and the
Californian Comet so he had a bit of experience solving mysteries. All of the passengers on the train
are under suspicion but who will it be?
Submitted by Alf in Year 7

This week's overall house point winners are ... Nelson
Congratulations!
Well done to Max and Wilfred for their epic litter pick around
Barnes Common!

Have a lovely weekend!

